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ABSTRACT
Over the last few decades computer vision and Natural Language processing has
shown tremendous improvement in different tasks such as image captioning, video
captioning, machine translation etc using deep learning models. However, there were
not much researches related to image captioning based on transformers and how it
outperforms other models that were implemented for image captioning. In this study
will be designing a simple encoder-decoder model, attention model and transformer
model for image captioning using Flickr8K dataset where will be discussing about the
hyperparameters of the model, type of pre-trained model used and how long the model
has been trained. Furthermore, will be comparing the captions generated by attention
model and transformer model using BLEU score metrics, which will be further
analysed using human evaluation conducted using intrinsic approach. After analysis of
results obtained using statistical test conducted on BLEU score metrics and human
evaluation it was found that transformer model with multi-head attention has
outperformed attention model in image captioning.

Key words: computer vision, natural language processing, deep learning, encoderdecoder model, transformer model, attention mode, BLEU metrics
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Image captioning is the process which generates textual description for the given set of
images. Image captioning can be used in various area like medicine, military,
automatic cars, digital library, web searching etc. There are various methods in which
image captioning can be implemented. The recent advancement in Artificial
Intelligence has greatly improved the performance of the models. However, it is
difficult for ,machines to imitate human brain and models cannot be the exact replica
of ground truth. This research will be focusing on deep learning methods through
which image captioning can be implemented. Few researchers have already
implemented the methods like merged encoder-decoder and attention model. In this
method will be using transformers with multi-head attention which is a novice method
and will be comparing with already implemented methods.
Now, in general image captioning works based on concept of sequence to sequence
problem, where images are regarded as series or sequence of pixels and gets converted
to sequence of words. Processing of both images and words/sentences need to be
considered (Roy, 2020). Convolution Neural network (CNN) is used for image part
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is used for language part. Different architecture
needs to be implemented to know in which order the piece of information should be
introduced to the mode. There are two types of architecture such as injecting
architecture and merging architecture (Roy, 2020). In injecting architecture RNN is
trained on the mixture of image and language data, where both the data are introduced
together at the same time. In contrast, multimodal layer architecture is created in
merging architecture where image and language data are encoded separately and added
to a feed-forward network. Another, enhanced architecture used is encoder-decoder
with attention, when each word of the caption produced by the sequence decoder,
attention models helps to focus on the part of the image that is most related to the word
it is generating (Doshi, 2021). Next, novel architecture used for image captioning is
transformers, which is similar to encoder-decoder but replaced LSTM. In this research
will be comparing the transformer model with the merged encoder-decoder and
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encoder-decoder with attention model. The relevant code for this experiment can be
seen in GitHub1.

1.2

Research Project/problem

Merged encoder-decoder and attention mechanism are one most traditionally used
approaches for image captioning using deep learning. But these models have some
limitations, encoder-decoder architecture does not consider the spatial features and
generates the caption as a whole, attention mechanism adds more weight parameters
and increases the training time and also it has context vector with fixed-length and fails
to retain longer sequences, therefore with the use of transformers this issue can be
resolved as it allows for parallelization where input sentences are achieved in parallel
and passes simultaneously all the words in the sentence.
1.3

Research Objectives

The study will be based on Natural language processing and computer vision.
Throughout our research will be implementing three major methods of image
captioning such as merged encoder-decoder model, encoder-decoder model with
attention and transformers with multi-head attention and will be comparing these
models. Will be starting with traditional approach of merged encoder-decoder model
using Python where both image and text will be encoded together and will feed to
decoder. In this research will be doing ‘image model’ with CNN and language model
using RNN/LSTM through text sequences of varying length will be encoded. Transfer
learning to encode the image features will be used. There are lot of pre-trained models
that are available and can be used for image captioning such as ResNet, InceptionV3
and VGG-16. However for this research purpose will be using inception v3 which has
least number of training parameters and can outperform other models. For encoding
text sequence will be using pretrained Glove model such that each word is mapped to
200 dimensional vector. This mapping will be carried out in a separate layer called
embedding layer. Greedy search and beam search are most popular methods used to
generate the captions which will be used to pick the best word that could define the
image accurately.

1
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Number of datasets are used for training, testing and evaluation of image captioning
methods. Based on the research purpose these datasets can be used. The most
commonly used dataset for image captioning are MSCOCO, Flickr8K and Flickr30K.
In Flickr8K dataset , each of the image consists of five different captions that describes
the events and objects in the image. For the starting phase Flickr8K dataset can be used
as it is comparatively smaller in size than the other two datasets. For more advanced
research Flickr30K and MSCOCO dataset can be used. Once finalizing the dataset
need to start with the image caption generator code. Step1, will be importing required
libraries like NumPy, keras, pyplot. In Step 2,

it will be data loading and pre-

processing where will be defining all the paths that need to save all the image ids and
its captions. Now, need to create a dictionary such that key contains the name of the
image and value stores all the 5 captions of the image. Following this step, to remove
punctuations text cleaning is required and to convert all the words to lower case. Next
need to create the vocabulary for all the unique words present in the training dataset.
The image id and its new cleaned text needs to be stored in the same format. The
training images needs to be loaded in train variable and will load the dictionary related
to trained images followed by adding two tokens such as ‘startseq’ and ‘endseq’. Then,
vocabulary size needs to be reduced such that words that occur at least 10 times in the
corpus need to present in our model. In Step3, will be using Glove embedding for
deriving semantic relationships between words from the cooccurrence matrix.Step4
will be model building and training, where will be opting transfer learning with the
help of inceptionv3 network pretrained with ImageNet dataset. While designing the
model, it needs to be merged , where sequences from the text needs to be processed,
feature vector from the image must be extracted. And then using softmax the output is
decoded by concatenating the two layers. The third layer of the input will be the partial
caption of max length 34 which is fed in to the embedding layer and then these words
are mapped to glove embedding of 200-dimension. To avoid overfitting will be using
the dropout layer and will be fed to the LSTM for processing the sequence. Step 5 will
be model training, during this step model will be trained with 20 or 30 epochs with 5
batch size. For training the model will be using colab GPU to avoid the computational
power. Step 6 will be greedy and beam search. As the model would generate more than
1000 long vector, will be picking the word with highest probability greedily and this
process is considered as Greedy Search method.
3

The second model which will be used for this research is attention mechanism for
image captioning. The self-selection ability is called attention. Through attention
mechanism model would able to pick specific features by focusing on the subset of
inputs. Attention mechanism looks for salient features in the image instead of
considering the entire image to a static representation. While building the model with
attention mechanism will be following similar steps as followed for merged encoderdecoder model, however, during model definition will be using attention mechanism.
The third model which will be used for this research is transformer with multi-head
attention model. The transformer model implements encoder-decoder architecture, the
major difference is that transformer can parallelly receive input/output sequence
without a time step. The encoder block will be having two-sub layers with first layer
having multi-head attention mechanism and second layer have fully connected feed
forward network. Contextual relationship between every word in a sentence can be
achieved by the attention vector generated by every word. The multi-head attention
layer over the output of encoder stack would be third layer. Will be implementing this
logic of transformer for our image captioning model using TensorFlow. During this
process will be repeating all three steps done for previous model, in step 4 will be
doing positional encoding which uses sin and cosine functions of different frequencies.
For every odd index on the input vector uses cos function to create a vector and uses
sin function to create vector in every even index. These vectors will added together to
their corresponding input embeddings. Step 5 will be multi-head attention function,
where all the dimensions must be matched. Step 6 and 7 will be creating encoder decoder and transformer class. In Step 8 will be defining the parameter for
hyperparameter. In step 9 will train the model.
After completing all the model, final step would be the evaluation, using BLEU
metrics to compare the scores of each model. Based on the scores will be able to come
to the conclusion on which hypothesis to accept or reject.

1.4

Research Methodologies

Methodologies of the research has been clearly identified for the clear validation and
reliability during the experiment.
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The research is a secondary research method, as it is a synthesis of an existing research
where research investigation started with the selection of appropriate dataset for the
research followed by pre-processing, model definition and model training. The
research falls under the category of mixed research method as it uses the combination
of quantitative and qualitative methods for data collections and its analysis, also focus
on the strengths of each approach and their different weaknesses.
The research follows empirical research method as it involves gaining knowledge by
observing the data and involves in defining the hypothesis test and prediction.
Deductive reasoning will be applied for this research as the research starts with
hypothesis testing, supporting data evidence is provided in order to test the hypothesis
and conclusion is drawn based on the analysis.

1.5

Scope Limitations and Delimitations

The aim of the research is to implement transformer model in python to test whether
the model gives better BLEU score, when used in Flickr8K dataset based in image
captioning than compared to attention model.
The entire research will be conducted using Flickr8k dataset, therefore the dataset size
and its available values are not enough to come to a strong conclusion on the model
performance. Also, for the score evaluation, BLEU metrics will be used which is more
accurate for short texts and its increased score might not assure that model has
performed well.
Exploring the text part in image captioning is only in the scope for this study, where all
the analysis will be implemented using colab, the library that will be used are keras,
transformers, pandas and numpy. VGG16 and Inception v3 are the pretrained
Convolution Neural Network used for this study, other pre-trained models such as
Xception , ResNet are not in this research scope. Dataset used will be Flickr8K, other
datasets like MSCOCO or Flickr30k is beyond this scope. Furthermore, BLEU score
metrics is used only for attention model and transformer model for the comparison
between the model, BLEU score for simple encoder-decoder model is not in the scope
as there are previous papers and researches who have already compared and proved
that attention model is better than simple encoder-decoder model.

5

1.6

Document Outline

Chapter 2-Literature Review
This chapter is dedicated for the literature survey of the previous research papers and
their proposals, which will help in knowing the evolution of the image captioning
methods, lessons learnt and issues with the approach. With the help of such literature
survey, one could able to implement the methods based on the proposals by other
researches and enhance it further for the efficient performance or could propose a
better solution for the related domain.

Chapter 3 – Design and Methodology
In this chapter has discussed about the proposed methods for the image captioning and
provided insights to the experiment to test the hypothesis based on the results from
each model. This chapter contains detailed explanation about the dataset, model and its
output.

Chapter 4 – Results, Evaluation and Discussion
Detailed analysis of the results and output from each model is been discussed in this
chapter. Suitable evaluation metrics has been obtained and compared using a statistical
test in order to reject or accept the null hypothesis. Furthermore, have also discussed
about the human evaluation and how it conducted and its results. Finally, from the
output have come to the conclusion for the experiment.

Chapter 5 – Conclusion
In this chapter, have discussed and summarized about the overall analysis and results
obtained from the experiment conducted through this research and have suggested the
future scope for the research as an extension to the paper.
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2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Template Based
In this section will be reviewing and describing few of the existing image captioning
methods which includes different types like template based image captioning, retrieval
based image captioning and novel caption generation (Hossain et al., 2019). In
template based approaches different attributes, objects and actions are first detected
and then the templates with blank spaces are filled (Hossain et al., 2019). Hutchison et
al. (2010) have used this method in such a way that template slots are filled with triplet
of scene elements for generating image captions. Li et al. (2011) used web based ngrams and computer vision based images for automatic image caption and did not use
pre-existing text relevant to image. This approach consist of two steps n-gram phrase
selection and phrase fusion which focuses on relationships between the extracted
phrases related to objects and attributes. Kulkarni et al. (2013), proposed the method
inferring the objects and attributes before filling the gaps.

2.2 Retrieval based
In retrieval based approaches, existing captions are used for retrieval of captions.
Captions are generally retrieved from visual and multimodal space. In retrieval based
methods, visually similar images are matched with their captions available from
training dataset, which are generally called as candidate captions. Hodosh et al., 2013
proposed ranking method where pools of images were captured and system ranks the
caption of that image over the captions of all other test images. Ordonez et al., 2011
proposes two extractive features for generation of image description. It select relevant
captions, where it first uses global image representation and then incorporates features
from estimates of image content .Novel captions can be generated from both
multimodal and visual space. This approach in general analyses the image content first
and then using language model generate the image content form the visual content.
These methods are able to generate new captions for each image with semantically
accurate than previous approaches (Chu et al., 2020). Image captioning based on deep
7

learning can be categorized in to three different learning techniques such as supervised
learning technique, Unsupervised learning techniques and reinforcement learning
technique. Most of the paper in general focuses on simple encoder-decoder
architecture which in general used LSTM as language model or CNN-RNN or
compositional architecture which used transformers along with encoder-decoder
architecture.

2.3 Novel Image Captioning

2.3.1 Attention Based Image Captioning
Attention mechanism, obtained from the study of human vision which involves
complex intellectual ability that human beings have in cognitive neurology (Wang et
al., 2020). When information is received human beings tend to overlook the primary
information while ignoring the secondary information, such capacity of self-selection
is known as attention. This mechanism was first proposed during the study of image
classification in the field of visual images which uses attention mechanism in RNN
(Wang et al., 2020). In Natural Language processing, when humans read long texts,
they tend to notice only the key words or entities. Luong et al. (2015), has proved that
attention mechanism can be used on machine translation and on abstract generation by
Rush et al. (2015) which achieved remarkable results. In Neural network models,
attention mechanism allows the neural network to have the ability to focus on its
subset of input or features (Wang et al., 2020). The major part of the attention
mechanism would be to have two aspects, one aspect is to make decision on to pay
attention to certain part of the input and the other aspect would be to assign limited
information processing to the relevant part. At present calculation of attention
mechanism formula are shown below as per author (Wang et al., 2020), which focuses
on linking the target module mt to source module ms using a function and probability
distribution is achieved by normalizing it.

( 2.3.1-1)
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(2.3.1-2)
There are different types of attention mechanism algorithms, suggested by few authors
which will be reviewed in this chapter.
•

Soft Attention: Bahdanau et al., 2016 has first proposed the idea of soft
attention on machine translation, where soft term refers to probability
distribution of attention distribution. The probability is given based on context
vector Zt for any input sentence S. Finally, the probability distribution is
achieved by calculating the weighted sum of all region.

(2.3.1-3)
According to Bahdanau et al., 2016

a deterministic attention model is

formulated by computing a soft attention weighted attetion vector (Bahdanau et
al., 2016 ; Wang et al., 2020).

(2.3.1-4)
•

Hard Attention: Hard attention focus on only one location and selects the
unique location randomly, which is unlike soft attention where weighted sum
of all regions are calculated. In hard attention instead of sampling the entire
encoder, it uses probability on hidden state of input. According to Xu et al.,
2016 context vector Zt vector is calculated as below. Monte Carlo sampling is
needed to achieve gradient back propagation. Hard attention selects the
information based on random sampling or method of maximum sampling,
therefore it is difficult to achieve the functionality difference between the
attention distribution and final loss function (Wang et al., 2020).

(2.3.1-5)
9

•

Multihead Attention : Input information generally represented in key-value
pair format, in which attention distribution is considered as “key” and selected
information is “value”. In case of multihead attention multiple key value pairs
are used and calculates plularity of information achieved from input in parallel
and produc the final value. According to Vaswani et al., 2017, calculation for
multi-head attention is as below

(2.3.1-6)
•

Global Attention and Local Attention: According to Luong et al., 2015, the
idea of Global attention is to consider the hidden layer state of all encoders.
The current decoder hidden layer state is compared with the state of each
encoder layer from which it obtains the attention weight distribution. In the
decoding process hard attention is similar to soft attention, which calculates the
weight of the each word in the encoding and weights the context vector. The
amount of calculation is comparatively large as it concentrates on all the
encoder inputs when calculating every decoder state (Luong et al., 2015). In
case of Local attention the alignment position is found and then the attention
weight in the left and right window is calculated according to the position it is
located and finally weights the context vector (Luong et al., 2015). The cost of
the attention mechanism calculation is less, where it considers only the source
language end which gets aligned in the current decoding based on the
prediction function , it navigates through the context window considering the
words within the window (Luong et al., 2015).

10

Figure 2.3.1 1 Global Attention (left) anf Local attention (right) taken from (Luong et al.,
2015)

•

Spatial and Channel Wise attention : Spatial and channel attention is the
process of selecting semantic attributes according to the needs of sentence
context (Chen et al., 2017). In order to overcome the general attention
mechanism in decoding, attention mechanism is used according to the extracted
semantics in the encoding process (Wang et al., 2020). Visual attention is
obtained on multiple semantic abstractions as the mapping of the feature
depends on the feature extraction and it applies attention on multiple layers.

Figure 2.3.1 2 Spatial and channel wise attention CNN (Chen et al., 2017)

Text-Guided Attention: Mun et al. (2016), provide a new attention model for image
captioning called text-guided attention model, which uses example captions in training
data as a source of visual attention guidance. This exemplar-based attention model is
taught end-to-end within the picture captioning system. Using several exemplar
guiding captions, constructed a sampling-based technique for learning attention. This
prevents overfitting in training and eliminates the problem of noisy guide captions
11

learning to mislead attention. In this architecture, there are two encoders: an image
encoder and a guided caption encoder. For the picture and guiding caption encoders,
model uses CNN and an RNN, respectively. A word embedding layer, an LSTM unit,
and a word prediction layer make up the overall decoder. Assuming that the caption is
made up of T words (w1, w2, ..., wT ). s. the input word

is projected into the word

vector space at each time step t. Based on the word vector
state ht1, the LSTM unit calculates the current hidden state
current hidden state

and the previous hidden
, then, based on the

, the word is anticipated. In the following time step, the

predicted word and the current hidden state are fed back into the decoder unit, and the
process is repeated until the word is emitted. The guided captions highlight the key
regions while suppressing unnecessary ones, allowing for precise caption generation.
Throughout training and testing it offer a robust strategy for dealing with noise in
guidance captions that uses a set of consensus captions as guide captions. On the MSCOCO Captioning dataset, this model achieved state-of-the-art performance with text
guided attention model.
2.3.2 Transformer Based Image captioning
Transformers architecture is leading in natural language processing and have also
gained its popularity in long-range representation and high performance. Instead of
using RNN sequential architecture, transformers uses self-attention mechanism and are
called sequence to sequence models (Xu et al., 2021).
•

Label Attention Transformer : Dubey et al. (2021), proposed Label attention
transformer with geometrically coherent objects for image captioning which
establishes relationship between objects based on their localized ratios and
encapsulates multi-level visual and geometrically coherent proposals. The
objects are extracted from the image called proposal and these are assigned to
known labels from classes which are passed through a label-attention module,
finally for the detected proposals an effective geometrical relationship is
computed.

12

Figure 2.3.2 1 LATGeo architecture for image captioning Dubey et al., 2021

•

Geometry Attention Transformer (GAT) : Wang et al. (2021) proposed an
improved Geometry attention transformer with two novel geometry-aware
architecture designed for encoder-decoder respectively. This model has two
module one with geometry gate-controlled self-attention refiner which
incorporates relative spatial information in to image region representation
during encoding steps and other with group of position-LSTMs, informs the
decoder of relative word position and generates caption texts.

•

Entangled Transformer: Li et al. (2019) proposed entangled attention (ETA)
transformer to exploit semantic and visual information. In this architecture
attention is executed in an entangled manner and get effected by the
preliminary modality when attention is performed over the target one. Variable
number of semantic attributes are considered by selecting the multi-head
attention as the preliminary information injection function. Semantic guidance
performs multi head attention over the target modality.

(2.3.2-1)
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Figure 2.3.2 2 Entangled Transformer (Li et al., 2019)

•

CaPtion Transformer: Liu et al. (2021) proposed CaPtion Transformer, where
raw images are taken in sequentialized manner as an input to transformers. In
comparison to the "CNN+Transformer" paradigm, CPTR is a more
straightforward but effective technique that does not require any convolution.
The CNN encoder has a constraint in global context modelling due to the local
operator essence of convolution, which can only be overcome by extending
receptive fields. As the convolution layers get deeper, the field becomes more
complex. The CPTR encoder, on the other hand, can make use of long-range
dependencies. In the cross attention layer of the decoder, CPTR models
"words-to-patches" attention, which has been shown to be effective. In Encoder
architecture rather than utilizing a pretrained CNN or Faster R-CNN model to
extract spatial characteristics or bottom-up features as in earlier methods,
author chose to input the image sequentially and treat image captioning as a
sequence-to-sequence prediction challenge. Sinusoid positional embedding to
the word embedding features in the decoder and uses both the addition results
and the encoder output features as input. The decoder consist of identical layers
(

) , each layer has masked multi-head self-attention sublayer , a multi-head

cross attention sublayer, and a positional feedforward sublayer in that order
(Liu et al., 2021). The last decoder layer's output feature is used to predict the
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following word via a linear layer whose output dimension equals the
vocabulary size.

Figure 2.3.2 3 CPTR Architecture by Liu et al.

•

Meshed-Memory Transformer : Cornia et al. (2020) introduced

– a

Meshed transformer with Memory for image captioning. Both the image
encoding and language generation steps is improved by architecture by learning
a multi-level representation of the relationships between image regions that
incorporates learned a priori knowledge and exploiting low- and high-level
features using mesh-like connectivity at the decoding stage (Cornia et al.,
2020). In comparison to recurrent models, author analysed the performance of
the
•

transformer and various fully-attentive models experimentally.

Sparse Transformer : In this paper, a unique deep encoder-decoder model for
image captioning is proposed by Lei et al. (2020), which is based on the sparse
Transformer architecture. To exploit low-level and high-level features, the
encoder uses a multi-level representation of image features based on selfattention. Naturally, the correlations between image region pairs are adequately
modelled, as the self-attention operation can be seen as a way of encoding
pairwise relationships. By explicitly picking the most relevant segments at each
row of the attention matrix, the decoder increases multi-head self-attention
concentration on the global context. It can assist the model in focusing on the
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image regions that contribute the most and generating more accurate words in
the context.
•

Multi-head Attention Transformer : Vaswani et al. (2017) proposed simple
network architecture solely based on attention mechanism based on
transformer. The overall architecture of transformer follows using stacked selfattention and fully connected layers for both encoder-decoder. The encoder
architecture is composed of a stack of six layers, where each layer has 2 sublayers. The first layer has multi-head attention mechanism and second consists
of fully connected feed-forward network. Each layer is then followed by
normalization layer. Similar to encoder layer, decoder layer too has a stack of 6
layers and also has an additional sub-layer connected to the output of the
encoder stack to perform multi-head attention. The attention function has
scaled dot product and multi-head attention, which can be described for
mapping a query and key-value pair to an output which are considered as
vectors. The weighted sum of the output values are computed by assigning
weight to each value by a compatibility function of the query with its
corresponding key (Vaswani et al., 2017). The input of the scaled dot product
attention consists of queries, keys and values of dimensions . The dot product
of these are computed followed by the division of square root of the dimension
of the keys. The weights on the values are obtained by applying the softmax
function. Below is the attention function equation by Vaswani et al. (2017)

(2.3.2-2)
In case of multi-head attention mechanism projections of queries values and
keys are made linearly with different learned projects of queries, key and
values respectively and attention function is performed in parallel which yield
dimensional output values. Below is the multi-head attention function equation
by Vaswani et al. (2017)

(2.3.2-3)
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Multi-head attention is used by the transformers in three different ways, the
previous decoder layer in ‘encoder-decoder attention layers’ creates the
queries, in this case all positions in the input sequence is attended by the
decoder. All the keys, values and queries in the self-attention layer of encoder
comes from same place, which in this case would be the output from the
previous layer of the encoder, such that encoder would be able to attend all the
positions from previous layer of the encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017). Similarly,
decoder self-attention layer attends all each position of the decoder including
that position. The decoder’s left forward information must be prevented and
needs to be reserved for the auto-regressive propoerty, which is implemented
inside the scaled dot -product attention such that input values are masked out
using softmax layer. Below of transformer architecture with multi-head
attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Figure 2.3.2 4 Transformer with multi-head attention mechanism taken from Vaswani et al.,
2017

2.4 Evaluation for Image Captionin g
BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, ROUGE and SPICE are most commonly used evaluation
metrics for sentence generation results. BLEU and METEOR are generally used for
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machine translation, for automatic summary ROGUE is the most preferred metrics.
For image captioning methods, BLEU, CIDEr and SPICE are used.
•

BLEU: It is widely used evaluation metrics which was initially designed for
the machine translation as it is based on accuracy rate evaluation. It find the
correlation of n-gram between the reference and candidate statement (Papineni
et al., 2001). The main idea of this metrics is, closer the statement to the human
translation statement, it gives better score (Papineni et al., 2001; Wang et al.,
2020).

•

METEOR: METEOR is also used for machine translation, but unlike BLEU
metrics it uses attention, recall and F values between the reference and
candidate sentence. It considers the precision of n-gram and recall’s harmonic
mean, where recall’s weight is bit higher than precision (Wang et al., 2020).
Performance is better when METEOR score is high.

•

CIDEr: CIDEr is widely used for image annotation problems. The consistency
of the image captioning is measured with help of weight calculation of each gram in Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). In this each
sentence is considered as a ‘document’ and is represented in the form of TFIDF and then the cosine similarity of the reference description is calculated
(Vedantam et al., 2015).

•

SPICE: SPICE is most widely used for image captioning evaluation.
According to Anderson et al. (2016), all the above metrics are sensitive to ngram, therefore proposes a new evaluation metrics called SPICE, which
compares semantic propositional content and could perform better than BLEU,
CIDEr and METEOR.

2.5 Summary

2.5.1Overview
There are many approaches proposed for image captioning, most of the paper in
general focuses on simple encoder-decoder architecture which in general used LSTM
as language model or CNN-RNN which unable to handle long sequence sentences.
Novel captions can be generated from both multimodal and visual space. This
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approach in general analyses the image content first and then using language model
generate the image content form the visual content. These methods are able to generate
new captions for each image with semantically accurate than previous approaches
(Chu et al., 2020). In case of attention mechanism, distribution is based on probability
distribution where it types varies according to how this attention needs to be
calculated. For transformer model, inputs are sent in parallel and uses self-attention
mechanism which can handle large sequence of data and perform better than other
models.
2.5.2 Research Gaps
Few researchers have proposed template based approaches but these templates are
fixed length and are predefined. Generating variable length captions is not possible
with this method, however parsing -based language models can overcome the fixed
length limitations (Hutchison et al., 2010;Li et al., 2011; Kulkarni et.al, 2013).
Retrieval based methods were implemented in few of the papers, though these methods
can generate syntactically correct captions, fail to generate captions specific to images
and with correct semantics (Hodosh et al., 2013; Ordonez et al., 2011).
•

Karpathy et al. (2014) has proposed bi-directional images and sentence retrieval
which implements deep, multi modal embeddings of image and language data. It
uses dependency tree relation (DTR) where images gets break down in to number
of objects and sentences. Though this, model can handle relations easily but it
cannot be precise and finding clear mapping in the image for many dependency
relations would be difficult.

•

Most of the research for image captioning are based on the basic encoder-decoder
method which uses CNN for encoder and RNN is used for decoder in which word
representation is converted in to natural language description of the model. Though
this method is traditional approach and was successful to some extend but while
describing the image it fails to analyse the image over time. These methods end up
generating the caption as a whole without considering the spatial aspects of the
image. Therefore, with the help of attention mechanism this limitation can be
mitigated which focus on the various parts of the image while producing the output
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sequence (Bengio et al., 2015; Kiros et al., 2015; Karpathy&Fei-Fei, 2015;
(Hossain et al., 2019).
•

Top-down and bottom-up approach are used by few researchers. In top-down
approach visual features are extracted first and then converted in to words. In
bottom-up approach visual concepts such as regions, objects and attributes are
extracted from image and then combined. However, fine details are not captured by
top-down approach which can be rectified by bottom up approach but in bottom up
approach could not formulate end-end process (Anderson et al, 2018 ;Biswas et al.,
2020 ; Zheng et al., 2019).

•

Reinforcement learning techniques for image captioning are focused these days by
researches which are designed with multiple parameters such as state, action,
reward function, agent, value and policy. This method generally follows the
method where agent choose an action and moves to next state based on reward
value. Traditional reinforcement learning generally have limitations where there no
guaranty for reward function and state-action information are uncertain (Shen et
al., 2020;Xu et al.,2020;Yan et al., 2018). Advanced method of policy gradient
reinforcement learning overcome such issue with gradient descent (Hossain et al.,
2019).

•

GAN (Generative Adversarial Network)-based methods are another novel methods
which are used for various

computer vision applications along with image

captioning such as image to image translation, synthesis of text to image. However,
using GAN methods has few issues, like GANs are known for real value data and
processing of text is based on discrete numbers therefore the operation become
nondifferentiable and making it difficult to use for backpropagation directly.
Furthermore, it faces problem in vanishing gradient and sequence generation
through error propagation (Wei et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2018).
•

BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) is the metric used for image captioning
which measures the quality of text generated by deep learning models. Segments of
texts are compared with a set of reference text and each of them are computed with
the scores and are averaged. Vinyals et al., 2017 and Hossain et al., 2019 have used
BLEU metrics for evaluation but this metric has few limitations, that BLEU score
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can be used only when the texts are short and at some cases when the score is high
does not mean that text generated is good. There are other few metrics which are
far more advanced than BLEU and can overcome these limitations.
•

Human Evaluation : Though there are many metrics to evaluate the model
performance related to machine translation or image captioning, human evaluation
would still be required for readability and quality of the output. Human evaluation
can be of different type like intrinsic and extrinsic. In case of intrinsic evaluation ,
the real caption and the caption generated by the model is shown which is
evaluated based on the ratings generated. In other type of intrinsic evaluation ,
captions generated by different models are presented and then asked to choose the
best caption among them. Such evaluation could be carried out in form of
questionnaire, survey or ranking systems to obtain the relevant caption generated
by the models. In case of extrinsic evaluation the proposed model should be
integrated with the real world, which can be time consuming and difficult to
implement. Therefore, intrinsic evaluation is preferred than the extrinsic.

2.5.3 Research Question
From few of the researches and papers it is evident that attention model yields
significant results for image captioning, therefore when transformer is combined with
multi-head attention would further improve the model.
“To what extend BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Under Study) score for image
captioning with deep learning can be improved by augmenting the input data from
image captioning dataset like Flickr8K using transformers with multi-head attention
model when compared to attention model?”
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3.

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

In this chapter will be describing the experiment used to determine whether the null
hypothesis can be accepted or rejected. For the purpose of image captioning will
experimenting with three different methods one is using a simple RNN-CNN
architecture, next will be attention mechanism and in third will be using transformers.
Data collection and preparation for conducting this experiment is described followed
by the detailed explanation of the models for the purpose of the experiment.

Finally will be evaluating the results obtained from the attention mechanism and
Transformers using BLEU score metrics. For this purpose will be conducting statistical
t-test for hypothesis testing, followed by human evaluation with the help of a survey to
understand how well the model has captioned the image and how does human rate the
predicted caption.

3.1 Hypothesis
Null Hypothesis(H0):If a transformer with multi-head attention model is used to
augment the input data based on image captioning dataset from Flickr8K, t-test
obtained from the BLEU score is not statistically significantly higher than the t-test
obtained from the BLEU scores associated to image captioning without such
augmentation like attention model
Alternate Hypothesis (H1): If a transformer with multi-head attention model is used to
augment the input data based on image captioning dataset from Flickr8K, t-test
obtained from the BLEU score is statistically significantly higher than the t-test
obtained from the BLEU scores associated to image captioning without such
augmentation like attention model

3.2 Data Collection, Understanding and Preparation
Numerous datasets are used for training, testing and evaluation of the image captions.
These datasets may vary in various perspectives such as total number of images in the
datasets, number of captions per image, size of the image. The most commonly used
datasets are Flickr8K, flickr30K and MSCOCO dataset. For this experiment, will be
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using Flickr8k dataset as this will be idle for the training, testing and obtaining the
scores within the limited time period. Flickr8k dataset has 8000 images, which has
image id with 5 captions each. This dataset is a good start for the beginning of the
image captioning and is also relatively small compared to other datasets. During data
preparation will be creating a dataframe to store the images and captions so that
captions for the images could be seen together. The dataset for this experiment is taken
from the website2 which can be downloaded in zip format.
Visualizing few images present in the dataset.

Figure 3.2 1 Sample Images and its captions present in Flickr8k dataset

Vocabulary size of the entire set is 8918 without cleaning the dataset. Then need to
apply clean function to the captions in the dataset to remove any punctuations,
characters and numbers for the efficient performance of the model. After cleaning the
dataset the cleaned vocabulary size is 8357, more than 400 words has been eliminated.
<start> and <end> sequences are appended to each captions for model to understand
the start and end of the sentences.In Flickr8k dataset there are totally 8000 images with
5 captions each, will be combining all together to make in 40, 000 images with 40,000
captions and will be storing a variable for creating a train and test dataset with 80:20
split.

2

https://machinelearningmastery.com/prepare-photo-caption-dataset-training-deep-learning-model/
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3.3 CNN-LSTM Model
Neural Network architecture consists of series of convolution layers which has layers
of nonlinear and pooling layers, where image gets passed through the one convolution
layers and its output becomes the input for the second layer. The fully connected layer
needs to be attached after the series of convolutional, nonlinear and pooling layers. The
information gets passed through the fully connected layer and results in an N
dimensional vector, where N refers to the number of classes.
LSTM (Long Short term memory), is a type of RNN, which has a ability to learn the
order sequences in case of sequence predictions. LSTM architecture is preferred here
over traditional RNN because LSTM overcomes the short term memory limitations
and when we go deeper into a neural network, gradients would be small or zero where
chances of training will be less and would lead to poor predictive performance. LSTM
have the ability to discard irrelevant information with the help of forget gate and would
be able to carry relevant information throughout the processing of inputs.
•

CNN-LSTM Architecture: CNN-LSTM architecture is generally used when
inputs have spatial structure such pixels in the image or 2D structure or words
in paragraph or sentences which has 1D structure and should also have a
temporal structure like order of images in a video or words in text. In this
approach will be using the concept of CNN and LSTM and will build an image
captioning generator with the help of natural language processing which will
understand the context of the image and would be able to describe it in English
and will use the concept of computer vision.

Image captioning task is generally divided in two modules such as image based
module where the feature of the image will be extracted, next is language based model
in which extracted feature and objects gets converted in to natural sentence. In CNNLSTM architecture CNN is used for image based model and LSTM is used for
language based model.
CNN is used as an encoder which extracts the feature if the image and RNN is a
decoder is used for the image description. Here we have used inception V3 which is a
pretrained vector and no need to create a layer by ourselves. The CNN output is fed to
RNN that learns to generate words. Given the image, every vertical layer tries to
predict the next word. The first layer will take the embedded image and will predict the
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start word, which is followed by other tags. In order to have a long term memory
LSTM uses cells are been used which helps to keep the state of the word.
In order to train our LSTM model, the target text and label gets predefined. If the
caption is “a girl going in to the wooden house”, then the label and the target would be
the following:
Label-[<startseq>,A, girl, going, in, to, the, wooden, house.]
Target-[A girl going in to the wooden house.,<endseq>]
. Will be following the below methods for the image captioning:
•
•
•
•
•

Image Preprocessing
Generating vocabulary size
Model Building and Training
Model Evaluation
Image captioning on Individual Images

This helps the model to understand the start and end of the labelled sequence. The
dataset used here is Flickr8K dataset. Inception V3 is used as pretrained model, which
is already installed in the keras library. Images features are in size 224*224 size, where
features are extracted before the classification layer because this pretrained model is
used for classification of an image therefore will be excluding the last layer as we are
not interested in classification of the image.
•

Model Building and Training: For this approach we are building CNN-LSTM
model which will predict the sequence of words or captions from the feature
vectors obtained from the inception V3. The below figure shows CNN-LSTM
architecture taken from (Vinyals et al., 2017) , where deep convolution network
is used to creat a semantic representation on the image and is decoded using
LSTM network.

Figure 3.3 1 Deep CNN-LSTM architecture taken from Vinyals et al., 2017
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In order to train the model, will be using 6000 training images in 3 batches and will fit
the model and train the model with 30 epochs. Below the model summary.

Figure 3.3 2 Model Summary of CNN-LSTM

Below are the few image captions generated with simple CNN-LSTM architecture.

Figure 3.3 3 Image Captioned by CNN-LSTM model using Greedy and Beam search
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3.4 Attention Mechanism
In case of encoder decoder architecture, decoder uses the hidden state from previous
time step and produces output word for current timestep. As per the website mentioned
below in the image the representation of the encoded image feature is carried by the
hidden state. All image gets treated similarly when the out word is created in the
decoder, but with the help of attention module encoded image is taken at each timestep
as input with the hidden state from prior timestep in the decoder. During this stage,
score from the attention is produced which assigns a weight to each pixel from the
encoded image, higher the weight to the pixel signifies the relevancy of the word as the
output at the next timestep.
For example if the target output sequence is ‘boy in a blue dress’, then the boy’s pixels
will be highlighted for the word “boy” and same for the blue dress. Then the score gets
concatenated along with the input word of that timestep, then fed to decoder. Decoder
generates the appropriate output word by directing on the most appropriate parts of the
image.

Figure 3.4 1 Simple attention architecture taken from a website3
In this approach components similar to simple encoder decoder will be but still be
including the extra component called attention mechanism. During this method, image
files from Flickr8K dataset will be given as input and their essential features will be
enhanced further with the help of attention mechanism. Similar to first approach,
transfer learning method will be used for pre-processing the raw images with the pretrained network using CNN therefore the network does not need further training. Few
of the pretrained models that are available are VGG16,VGG19, ResNet, InceptionV3
3

https://towardsdatascience.com/image-captions-with-attention-in-tensorflow-step-by-step-927dad3569fa
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etc. For this experiment will be implementing VGG16 model as a pretrained model,
which is convolution neural network and achieved 92.7% accuracy in ImageNet that is
a dataset of 14 million images with 1000 classes, it gets trained for weeks. In VGG16,
input layer is fixed size with 224*224 RGB image, the image gets passed through the
stack of convolution layers and contains softmax layer at the end.
Bahdanau et al., 2016, has proposed the idea of attention mechanism with fixed length
vector unlike traditional approaches with variable length vector where the information
from the source gets lost. In this approach, instead of encoding the whole sentence in
to one single length vector, input sequence gets encoded in sequence of vectors which
is the most distinguishing feature of this approach. There are few major components in
Bahnadau encoder-decoder architecture, these are:
• hidden decoder state

at previous time step (t-1).

• At time step t, there is a context vector

, that gets generated uniquely at each

decoder step and generates the target word
• Annotation

.

, is useful in capturing the important information from the input

sentence containing the words which focuses on the

word out of total

words.
• Weight values

gets assigned to each annotation

• Attention score

is used to evaluate on how well

, at time step t
and

match

The above components gets used in the Bahnadau’s architecture having bidirectional
RNN as encoder and an RNN as decoder and attention mechanism in between them.
The below architecture is taken from Bahdanau et al., 2016, depicting the use of above
mentioned components.

Figure 3.4 2 Bahdanau et al., 2016 Attention architecture
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In summary, a set of annotations

are generated by encoder from input sentence, then

these annotations along with the previous hidden decoder state are fed to alignment
model together to generate the attention scores,
effectively in to weight values
context vector
output

. Attention scores gets normalized

by softmax function to range between 0 and 1. The

is generated through weighted sum of annotations. Then the final

is generated when context vector is fed to the decoder along the previous

hidden decoder state and the previous output. These steps gets repeated until the end of
the sequence.
For the image caption model, training data consists of encoded feature vectors (x) and
the captions which are the targets (y). During training, the images and captions will be
loaded and pre-processed. The pre-processing steps is similar to the encoder-decoder
architecture, only during model building attention mechanism will be used for further
enhancement.
3.4.1Hyperparameters and Training-Attention Architecture
The functions based on the architecture mentioned by Bahdanau’s attention
mechanism needs to be defined. VGG16 encoder function needs to be defined first,
then need to define RNN based GPU/CPU capabilities and then the RNN decoder. In
RNN decoder, hidden state and the decoder input which is start token are passed.
Parameters used for attention model are:
•

Batch Size = 64

•

Buffer size=1000

•

embedding-dimension = 256

•

Units=512

•

feature shape=512

•

attention feature shape = 49.

Hence, the output from the encoder is in shape (64,49,256), the hidden shape (batch
size, hidden size) will be in shape (64,512),attention score will have a shape (64,49,1),
then will be applying softmax function to the attention score for it to range in between
0 to 1 and dropout layer is added to avoid overfitting of the model. Categorical cross
entropy is used as loss function
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During training, will be creating a training loop which will train the model. Optimizer
and loss functions will be defined. Model will be trained in 30 epochs and batch
processing will happen in each iteration.
Data elements required for this will be setup first.
•

Will be using the encoder decoder architecture at initial stage, next each
element of the input sequence will be iterated through each element over
multiple timesteps.

•

Attention module computes the attention score with help of encoded image
from the encoder and the sequence decoder from the hidden state. The input
sequence passes through embedding layer and is then combined with the
attention score

•

Sequence decoder gets the combined input sequence and then the output
sequence is generated along with the new hidden state. This output sequence is
then processed through the sentence generator and generates the predicted word
probabilities.

•

This cycle is repeated until ‘endseq’ token is predicted or maximum length of
the sequence is reached.

•

The predicted probabilities are compared with actual captions of the image to
calculate the loss, this will be used with back propagation to train the network.

3.4.2 Evaluation of A ttention Model
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Under study) metric is implemented for evaluating the
performance of the model, which is efficient in evaluating a generated text to a
reference sentence. When the score is near to 1 then it indicates that model has
predicted well. There are different methods to calculate BLEU score like Individual- N
grams and cumulative-N grams score. In individual N-gram score, matching grams of
specific order is evaluated and in cumulative individual n-grams are scored at all
orders from 1 to n with weighted geometric mean.
For this experiment have implemented cumulative n-gram score. Below are the few
examples of the image generated by the attention model with BLEU score
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Figure 3.4.2 1 Image caption generated by Attention Model with BLEU score

The above image have BLEU score of 0.47, which is not a perfect match but still with
the attention mechanism, model is able to predict dog and grass correctly and has
predicted that ‘dog as running’ instead of jumping and could not identify ball in its
mouth. Looking into few more examples of images captioned by attention model.

Figure 3.4.2 2 Image caption generated by Attention Model with BLEU score
From above few examples, it shows that model has performed pretty well and has
captioned the images which is approximately matching with the real caption. In Figure
3.4.1-1(left), have BLEU score of 79% (0.79), shows that model is able to identify
surfer, beach and waves. In case of Figure 3.4.1-1(Right), have BLEU score of 62%
(0.62),indicates that model could able to identify that ‘man is riding’ but did not
recognize gondola, instead it captioned tall buildings nearby which is not present in the
real caption, which resulted in in less BLEU score. Therefore, in case of BLEU metric
score it also depends on how the real captions has been identified. In few cases BLEU
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score might be very low but still the image caption generated by model would be
relevant and acceptable.

3.5 Transformers Architecture
Transformer architecture excels in handing the text data and is inherently sequential.
Transformer network contains stack of encoder-decoder architecture similar to RNN.
This group of encoder and decoder have their embedding layer for their respective
inputs, finally the output layer generates the final output.

Figure 3.5 1 General Transformer architecture taken from website4
Data inputs for both encoder and decoder contains embedding and position encoding
layer. Encoder stack containing number of encoder layer contains multi-head attention
layer and feed-forward layer, similar to encoder decoder stack contains two multihead attention and feed forward layer. The output layer generates the final output
contains linear layer and softmax layer. The embedding layer in the transformers
encodes the meaning of the word and position of the word is taken care by position
encoding. The sequence of text is mapped to numeric word ids using vocabulary,
embedding layer helps in mapping the word in to embedding vector. RNN generates a
4

https://towardsdatascience.com/transformers-explained-visually-part-2-how-it-works-step-by-step-b49fa4a64f34
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loop where each word is input sequentially and so it knows the position of each word.
However, in transformers RNN is not used, all the words are input in parallel instead
of sequence, which causes it to lose the information of the position of the word. There
are two position encodings layers and are computed independently of the input
sequence. The constants values are computed using below formula, taken from the
website mentioned in the above figure, where ‘pos’ refers to word position, ‘d_model’
is the encoding vector and ‘I’ is the index value into the vector.

(3.5-1)
•

Encoder: There are stacks of encoder and decoder layers which are connected
sequentially. The encoder in the first stack which receives the input from the
position encoding and embedding, the output from this encoder is the input to
the next encoder. Encoder has a multi-head self attention layer, feed forward
layer and the normalization layer. The output from the last encoder is fed in to
each decoder in decoder stack

•

Decoder: Decoder structure is very analogous to encoder structure. The input
to the first decoder in the stack comes from embedding and position encoding.
The output of this decoder is then used as the key into the stack's next decoder.
The decoder's input is transmitted through the multi-head self-attention system,
which acts in a slightly different way. It can attend only the earlier position in
the sequence and is achieved by masking the future positions. Decoder
structure have a second multi-head attention layer which is called encoderdecoder attention layer. It receives two sets of input one is the output from the
encoder stack and the self-attention layer below the encoder-decoder attention
layer. A residual skip-connection layer is present in all the layers, followed by a
normalization layer.

•

Attention: In transformers, use of attention is the key to its ground breaking
performance. During processing of the word, attention helps the model to focus
on the other input words that are closely related. The self-attention in the
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transformer architecture helps in relating every word from the input sequence
to the other words.
For example:
•

The dog ate the food because it was hungry

•

The dog ate the food because it was delicious.

From the above two sentences one can notice that in the first sentence ‘it’ refers
to dog and in second sentence it refers to food. Therefore while processing the
word, self-attention gives more information to the model about the meaning of
the sentence so that it can be associated to the correct word. In order to handle
such nuances multiple-attention score is used by transformers for every word.
The query, key, and value parameters provide input to the attention layer, with
encoder self-attention having its input passed through all three parameters, and
decoder self-attention having its input passed through all three parameters. In
the case of a decoder with an encoder-decoder layer, the output from the final
encoder stack is passed through the key and value parameters, while the output
from the decoder's self-attention layer is passed through the query parameter.
•

Multi-head attention: Attention processor gets used several times in a Multihead attention transformer. The linear layer gets the input as query, key and
value with their own weights. These are combined together to form the
attention score. The encoded representation of each word in the sentence is
carried by the parameters that are passed through linear layer which are query,
key and value. During the calculation of the attention score, masking is applied
just before the softmax function, such that masked out elements set to negative
infinity and turns to zero using softmax function.

•

Output Generation: Output generated from the decoder stack is passed to the
output component and is converted to final output sequence. The decoder
vector gets projected to word score by linear layer and thus a score value is
created for each unique word in the target vocabulary, according to each
position in the sentence. For example if target vocabulary has some unique
words (8000) and the final output has 8-10 words then that score values for
each of the those words are created. The score values are the chance of
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occurrence of each word in the vocabulary in a particular position of the
sentence. These score are then converted in to probabilities by softmax layer.
The index of the word with highest probability in each position is identified
and gets mapped to the corresponding word in the vocabulary to form the
sequence output from the transformer.

3.5.1 Model Definition, Hyperparameter and Training for Transformer
Model:
Transformer follows different pattern during training, where data flows in two parts
one is input sequence or source and other is output sequence or target sequence.
The data gets processed in the transformer using position encoding that converts the
input sequence in to embeddings. The positional encoding makes use of sine and
cosine functions with different frequencies. Every odd index in input vector gets
created using cos function and even index in the input vector gets created using sin
function. Then the network information on the position of each vector is fetched by
combining the vectors to their corresponding input embeddings. The input sequence
which is converted in to embeddings is fed in to set of encoder and the encoded
representation of the input sequence is produced. Then the target sequence combines
with the ‘startseq’ tokens and gets converted in to embeddings with positional
encoding and fed in to the decoder, where decoder along with the encoder produces
encoded representation of the target sequence. The output layer help in converting the
target sequence to word probabilities and the final output sequence. The loss function
of the transformer compares target and the output sequence, therefore gradients are
generated using the loss and transformer gets trained during back propagation.
•

Model Definition: Image feature extraction model can be done using a
pretrained model using inception v3, which is efficient model for transfer
learning and can be used for this experiment. For image captioning, only the
image vector needs to be extracted and do not to classify it, therefore softmax
layer from this model can be eliminated. The images needs to be pre-processed
to same size i.e. 299*299 before feeding to the model. Output shape from this
layer will be 8*8*2048. As mentioned in the above section , all the captions
needs to be tokenized to build a vocabulary having a unique words. Train and
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test data are split in 80:20 ratio. Need to define a position encoding function of
different frequencies. Every odd index from the input vector creates a vector
using cos function and sin function is used for every even index. Then need to
create multi-head attention function with attention weights q, k ,v which should
have a matching dimensions. Then the encoder-decoder and transformer
function is defined.
•

Hyperparameters: number of layers used is 4, d_model (encoding vector ) is
512. Total number of features 2048 and 8 attention heads are used. Optimizer
used for the model is Adam optimizer, with categorical cross entropy function
and dropout layer is added to avoid overfitting of the model

•

Model Training: Model is trained with 30 epochs, which took 4 hours in
colab notebook with GPU runtime settings.

3.5.2 Transformer Model Evaluation
Similar to attention model, BLEU metrics will be used to evaluate the model
performance.
Few of the outputs using transformer model along with BLEU score.

Figure 3.5.2 1 Image caption generated by Transformer model with BLEU score
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Figure 3.5.2 2 Image caption generated by Transformer model with BLEU score

The output generated from Transformer is much efficient , as it can be observed that in
Figure 3.5.2-1, the score is 0.62, the predicted the image caption is more appropriate
than the real caption. The model could able to differential the colour of the dog as
black and brown, it could even able to identify that the dog is running along the beach,
which gives the accurate caption for the image. In case of Figure 3.5.2-2 the score is
less compared to the first one, as the model could not able to identify the cliff, instead
it has identified the cliff as large rock and did not able to identify the chairs.
Otherwise, model has identified that group of people are sitting at the edge.
From the above results, it shows that Transformer architecture could able to pay more
attention to details in the image compared to attention model. In the coming section ,
will be comparing the overall BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4 mean score of
attention and transformer model.

3.6 Summary
In order to conduct the experiment, the Flickr8k dataset has been gathered and is preprocessed in to embedding vectors. Then the simple CNN-LSTM model, attention
model and transformer model is defined with suitable model parameters and trained
with 30 epochs. Once completing the model training greedy and beam-search method
is implemented to for the CNN-LSTM model for image captioning. In case of attention
and transformer model, BLEU metrics score and human evaluation are used for
analysing the performance of the model.
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3.6.1 Strengths
Few strengths of simple CNN-LSTM model is it is easy to implement and train. In
case of attention model it gives the model in focusing on the relevant part of the image
instead of focusing on the entire image and its features. The implementation of local
attention reduces the cost of attention mechanism calculation, as during the calculation,
all the words in the sentence are not considered, only the position of the word in that
window is focused which makes it fast and easy to implement. In case of transformer
model, instead of receiving the input in sequence it is received in parallel therefore
there is no time step associated and makes it computationally more powerful than the
other two models.
3.6.2 Weakness
Simple CNN-LSTM model for image captioning fail to attend the longer sentences and
it starts to repeat the words while captioning the image, In case of attention of model,
when the input sentence is long then it add more weight parameters to the model which
increases the training time. In case of transformers, it has limited access to high level
representations. Since, all the inputs are attended in parallel, layer by layer as part of
encoder and decoder stack transformer does not have the leverage to get the highest
level of representation from the past and to compute the current representation (Rush et
al., 2015). Sometimes, in case of transformers, bias in the tokenization can occur as
tokenization is done for the whole set of the captions to avoid any unknown tokens.
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4 RESULTS, EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
Process of experiment will be examined in this section and will be compared for the
hypothesis testing. For the hypothesis testing will be using t-test between the BLEU
scores obtained from the Attention model and transformers model. Furthermore, will
be discussing the strengths and weakness based on the findings while conducting the
experiment.

4.1 Results
In the above sections have discussed about how the image captions generated by
attention model and transformer model. In this section will be comparing and
discussing the few of the captions generated by the model for the same set of images.

Figure 4.1 1 Image Caption generated by Attention model and Transformer model

Figure 4.1 2 Image Caption generated by Attention model and Transformer model

In the above Figure 4.1-1 it can be noticed that Transformer model has captioned the
image accurately and even better than the real caption., for the same image attention
model has identified the dog as running instead of jumping. In case of Figure 4.1-2,
both attention and transformer has identified the color of the dog as black and white,
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but attention model has failed to recognize the blue collar but Transformer has
captioned it perfectly.
Now comparing the images with BLEU score for attention model and Transformer
model.

Figure 4.1 3 Image Caption by Attention model with BLEU score

Figure 4.1 4 Image caption by Transformer model with BLEU scores(N=1,2,3,4)

In Figure 4.1-3, the real caption is very small, however the caption generated by the
Attention model have more details and is accurate. However, the BLEU score is still
not at its best, which is the down fall of the BLEU score metrics as it looks for the
exact words and matches the n-gram and updates the scores based on precision. In
Figure 4.1-4, BLEU-1 score is very high because BLEU metrics compares each word
(1-gram) in the predicted caption with the real caption and looks for the exact same
words. In case of others, score is comparatively less because the BLEU score starts to
compare in pairs. However, the caption generated by the Transformer model is more
appropriate as it could able to identify the colour of the dog as black and white, which
was failed to notice even in the real caption. Therefore, from the above two examples it
can be argued that just the BLEU metrics won’t be enough to come to a conclusion.
Analysing the results, using Human evaluation would be required for a transparent
evaluation.
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BLEU score for each of the predicted captions are obtained against the real captions
and mean score is calculated. Below are the mean BLEU scores generated by each
model
Model\BLEU N-Gram BLEU-1

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

mean score
Attention

0.199

0.257

0.357

0.393

Transformer

0.230

0.292

0.385

0.418

Table 4.1 1 BLEU mean score between Attention and Transformer

4.2 Evaluation
From the Table 4.1-1, it shows that Transformer has outperformed Attention model in
image captioning with mean BLEU score of 0.418. But in order to compare the score
statistically , will be conducting the t-test to accept or reject the null hypothesis based
on the p value obtained from the t-test. BLEU score for the test set of 8000 images
were obtained using attention model and transformer model trained with 30 epochs.
Then these score were compared using t-test for hypothesis testing to determine if
there is a significant difference between the means of two groups.
The p-value obtained from the t-test is 0.007 which is less than 0.05 (significance
level) and will be rejecting the Null hypothesis. The t-test conducted between the bleu
score obtained from the attention and transformer model proves that “if a transformer
with multi-head attention model is used to augment the input data based on image
captioning dataset from Flickr8K, t-test obtained from the BLEU score is statistically
significantly higher than the t-test obtained from the BLEU scores associated to image
captioning without such augmentation like attention model”.

4.3 Human Evaluation
Human evaluation has been done during the experiment, to determine which model has
performed well. For this, a survey website has been used and images along the
captions are generated by attention model and transformer model are presented to few
people (approximately 10), where they can choose the best caption from the option
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provided, by looking in to the image. Once completing the survey, the results were
obtained and evaluated.
Below are the example results obtained from the survey

Figure 4.3 1 Human Survey Results (sample)

Most of the people chosen the caption generated by the Transformer model than the
attention model, which once again proves our experiment that, transformer model
performs better in image captioning than the Attention model.
Model

Human Response(Percentage)

Attention Model

25%

Transformer Model

75%

Table 4.3 1 Human Evaluation on image captions generated by Transformer and
Attention Model
Human evaluation results from the survey output clearly shows that captions generated
by the transformer model is better compared to the attention model.

4.4 Discussion
In this section will be discussion the strengths and weakness of the evaluation metrics
used for this experiment.
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4.4.1 Strengths
•

Ease of use: BLEU metric is most widely used metric for evaluation, though
its original purpose is for machine translation not for image captioning, it is
still considered for image captioning, as it is efficient in finding the correlation
between translated statement that is to be evaluated and reference statement.

•

Granularity: Granularity is considered in an n-gram rather than a word, which
is considered in longer matching information (Wang et al., 2021)

•

Quick Calculation: As BLEU metric is based on calculating the precision of
n-gram in a sentence, it is easy and fast to calculate

4.4.2 Weakness
•

BLEU metric does not consider the meaning of the word, sometimes people
use different word based on location and region for example lift can also be
considered as elevator, but BLEU score will be reduced considering that to be
incorrect

•

It penalises on irrelevant words like “to”, “an” just as heavily as word that
actually contributes significant meaning to the sentence.

•

BLEU score always looks for exact word, when there is variant words like run,
running it reduces the score

•

Word order is not considered in BLEU score metrics for example “school is
closed because of rain” is completely different from “rain is closed because of
school”, but BLEU score will be 1 as it will get same Unigram, this is the
major drawback in BLEU metrics.
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5 CONCLUSION

5.1 Research Overview
The main objective of this research is to investigate image captioning by simple
encoder-decoder model, Attention model and Transformer model, once generating the
model, need to evaluate the best model among Attention and transformer model using
statistical t-test on the BLEU metric scores obtained from each model and also
performed Human evaluation for transparent evaluation.

5.2 Problem Definition
Many approaches have been proposed for image captioning which have been discussed
in Chapter 2. The previous researchers and approaches have proposed different image
captioning methods using template based, retrieval based methods or simple encoderdecoder architecture using CNN-LSTM model which have few issues and does not
consider the spatial features and captions are generated as a whole. And with the help
of attention mechanism, weights are added to the parameters having context vector
with fixed-length would fail to retain longer sequences, henceforth transformer
architecture has been used for this experiment to overcome such issues where input
words are passed to encoder stack in parallel and uses multi-head attention to keep
track of position of the input words.

5.3 Design/Experimentation, Evaluation and Results
The dataset Flickr8k has been gathered to perform the image captioning using simple
encoder-decoder model, attention model and Transformer model. The dataset
containing 8000 images and its captions has been used for this experiment. Data
cleaning and pre-processing has been performed, hyperparameters of the model were
defined and trained. Three different models has been created one is with simple CNNLSTM model, where image captioning is done using greedy and beam search method,
next for attention model Bahdanau et al. (2016) proposed attention mechanism has
been adopted and the Transformers with multi-head attention has been implemented.
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Once designing all these models, the performance of the attention and transformer
model is analysed using BLEU metrics and statistical t-test is implemented with the
BLEU scores obtained from each model for hypothesis testing. Furthermore, to have
transparent analysis human evaluation has been performed by conducting a survey, in
which images along with the captions generated by attention model and by transformer
model has been presented.
Evaluation has been performed on the test set of the data and mean BLEU scores has
been obtained from attention and transformer model. From the results obtained from
Table 4.1-1, it shows that Transformer has outperformed Attention model in image
captioning with mean BLEU score of 0.418. Furthermore, statistical t-test has been
performed with the BLEU scores obtained from each model and p value is obtained
from t-test is 0.007 which is less than 0.05 (significance level). Based on statistical test
Null hypothesis is rejected. In previous sections results obtained from the model has
been discussed with few of the images generated by attention model and transformer
model. In few cases, though the BLEU score was less, the captions generated by the
model was much accurate and appropriate, because BLEU score looks for the exact
word match and penalises heavily on irrelevant words which does not make significant
difference to the sentence. Therefore, reaching to a conclusion on this experiment just
with BLEU score will not be enough so, to perform a fair analysis human evaluation
was also performed, in which 75% have preferred the caption generated by the
transformer than the attention model.

5.4 Contribution and Impact
Most aspects of image caption generation task has been compiled and model
framework proposed in recent years has been discussed. For this research novel image
captioning methods has been adopted which is based on deep learning models, like
simple encoder-decoder model, attention model and transformer model. As there are
many papers related to image captioning based on CNN-LSTM and its BLEU score,
for this experiment have considered only attention model and transformer model for
evaluation. Even after implementing the novel image captioning method like attention
and transformer method, there is still an other areas of improvement required for the
efficient image caption captioning and its evaluation metrics. In section 3.6 and 4.4
have discussed about the strengths and weakness of the model and the evaluation
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metrics, therefore it is always more reliable and advisable to implement different
methods and evaluate the results with different metrics.
From the table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 it shows that Transformer model has performed
comparatively well and be used efficiently in various fields where image captioning
plays a major role like it could help visually impaired people or old aged people who
have difficulty in recognizing the pictures, it could also be used in automotive
industries for self-driving cars to indicate the traffic signals and for identifying the
empty car parks during parking. Image captioning can also be used in medical fields
for writing reports based on X-ray images.

5.5 Future Work and Recommendation
Although image captioning methods can be implemented in variety of fields the
experimental results shows that there are still few areas of improvement for better
performance.
•

To improve efficiency of model, in future will make use of larger dataset like
MSCOCO or Flickr30K dataset

•

Implementation of different attention mechanism like adaptive attention and
semantic attention would further improve the model

•

Alternate architecture can be implemented for feature extraction like Xception
or VGG19 for better performance.

•

Use of different evaluation metrics like METEOR score, CIDEr or ROGUE
could also give more elaborated results than just with one evaluation metric.
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APPENDIX A
Few Examples of Image captions generated by Attention Model and Transformer
model
PARTII: random output
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